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A microscopic transport theory is developed for stochastic and correlated hopping on ordered and 
random lattices that contain a small fraction of supertraps and a small number of "hoppers" (Le., 
excitons). It includes short-time ("transient") behavior, which is of interest for both time-resolved and 
steady-state experiments. The relations with diffusion, percolation, random walk, and rate equations are 
exhibited and applications to energy transport in disordered molecular aggregates illustrate the approach, 
which is a combination of a rigorous analytical method and simple computer simulations of general 
validity. Simple analytical results, derived for special (limiting) cases, are compared with other methods, 
thus emphasizing the roles of time, dimensionality, anisotropy, clusterization, correlation of hops, and the 
order parameter of the lattice as well as the suitability of various approaches for dealing with these 
factors. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The concept and equations of diffusion in a continuous 
medium have been formulated by Einstein1 and 
Smoluchowski. 2 Einstein emphasized that the simple 
equations, as well as the concept of a "diffusion con-
stant," break down at very short times and, equivalent-
ly, over very small domains of space. In addition, the 
random ("Brownian") motion is usually assumed to oc-
cur in a homogeneous space. Considering that both 
spatial and temporal resolution have been dramatically 
improved in recent years, the above restrictions are 
of increasing relevance. In addition, in certain ex-
periments, like energy transport, even simple tech-
niques yield results that depend on short time behavior 
(i.e., due to the short lifetime of an excitation) or 
small domain behavior (i. e., due to the microscopic 
inhomogeneity of the material under investigation). 
The drastic effects due to the inhomogeneity of the 
medium were pOinted out twenty years ago by Frish and 
Hammersley,3 who suggested that under such conditions 
the concept of diffusion should be replaced by that of 
"percolation" or "random percolation." The latter 
term implies a random walk on a random lattiCE;!, and 
"random lattice" implies that the lattice sites (or bonds) 
are either "open" or "closed" at random (with a definite 
probability) to the motion of the (random) walker. The 
most striking difference between diffusive and percola-
tive motion occurs below a certain critical value of the 
orr" ~ parameter describing the random medium (i. e. , 
a critical concentration of open lattice sites). This 
critical point is defined by the connectivity (" topology, " 
"coordination number") of the lattice, which in turn is 
practically defined by the effective range of a migration 
"step." 
There is now renewed interest in this topic, which 
has been mainly spurted by the current interest in en-
ergy transport through disordered systems, be they 
inorganic crystals like ruby,4 inorganic glasses like 
europium phosphate glass,5 isotopiC mixed organic crys-
tals like naphthalene,6 or photosynthetic systems in 
chloroplasts. 7, 8 Also, as the analytical formulation of 
such problems encounters formidable difficulties, it 
alSupported by Nm Grant 2ROl NS08116-10Al. 
is now prudent to circumvent these by the appropriate 
use of computer simulation. 9, 10 
Interesting recent work on this problem includes that 
by Haan and Zwanzig, 11 who discussed a "generalized 
diffusion" that is both time and space dependent. They 
discussed excitation migration on a random lattice with 
a small concentration of impurity sites (from which the 
excitation is excluded) and showed that over short 
periods the migration is "nondiffusive," while for longer 
times it appeared to be "diffusive" under a certain set of 
simplifying assumptions. Alexander et al. 12 derived 
equations for "percolative" motion on a disordered linear 
chain. Ching and Huber9 have investigated the validity 
of some "ad hoc" analytical expressions for energy 
transport on disordered lattices by comparison with 
computer Simulations, and Huber recently applied a 
coherent potential approximation to the master equa-
tions. 13 It was pointed out some time ago14 that there 
is a severe difficulty in deriving rigorous and closed 
analytical solutions for the analogous problem of energy 
states and bands. The most sophisticated approaches, 
such as Green's function, average t-matrix method, 
coherent potential apprOximations, and moment ex-
pansions have not led to satisfactory solutions in the in-
termediate concentration range, where cluster struc-
ture and percolation are of importance. 15 This is the 
reason why problems of energy localization and "absence 
of diffusion" (Anderson localization) are currently being 
investigated by numerical methods. 16 On the other hand, 
detailed classical or quantum mechanical simulations of 
donor-donor and donor-acceptor transfer would be too 
expensive, both in terms of computer time and that of 
computer storage space. A solution we have sug-
gested earlier involves an appropriate "mix" of analyti-
cal formulae and Monte Carlo simulations. 10 We now 
continue this effort, using results of simulations to 
show some conditions under which conventional diffusion 
and/or Stern-Volmer rate equations are justified. We 
also give an approach to the general problem, which is 
valid for short and intermediate time random walks on 
lattices, for correlated walks on lattices, and for ran-
dom and correlated walks on random lattices. 
Our approach starts from a directly measurable 
quantity, the sensor registration probability p(t). This 
probability is related to time dependent rate and dif-
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fusion "constants," which in certain limits become true 
constants. Our examples include simulations on binary 
,random lattices and their applications to the energy 
migration on ternary lattices containing sites of hosts, 
guests (donors), and sensors (acceptors, "supertraps"), 
Results for binary and simple ("perfect") lattices are 
also given and compared with previous approaches. We 
point out that our basic approach is that of a modified 
hopping model. Very recently, the hopping model13,17 
has been shown to apply when the donor-donor trans-
fer is about equal to or greater than the donor-sensor 
transfer rate 0 This is the physical case of interest to 
us here. 
In Sec. II we define the transfer probability and re-
late it to variables of our model (such as migration ef-
ficiency)' In Sec. III we set up a standard rate equation, 
in which we incorporate a time -dependent rate constant. 
In Sec. IV we discuss the Stern-Volmer limit for differ-
ent degrees of coherence of motion and show how this 
can be treated by simulation techniques. The efficiency 
of random walk motion is related to known exact results 
for one-dimensional (linear), two-dimensional (square), 
and three-dimensional (simple cubic) lattices. In Sec. 
V we discuss the diffusion model and show that it applies 
only as a limiting case of our more general model. In 
Sec. VI we give a simple limiting result relating the 
migration efficiency and the coordination number for 
correlated walk transfer in a perfect lattice. In Sec. 
VII we discuss the distinction between diffusion and per-
colation, and in Sec. VIII we provide some numerical 
illustrations for the solutions of the rate equations in 
microscopically heterogeneous systems. These are 
based on our computer simulations. The example is the 
naphthalene singlet exciton system. 
II. REGISTRATION PROBABILITY AND MIGRATION 
EFFICIENCY 
In a binary lattice with random substitutional dis-
order, we define a quasilattice of energy carrying sites 
(guests) with total concentration (mole fraction) C, where 
O<C<l. (1) 
A small random fraction S of these sites are supertraps 
(total absorbers): 
o <S« 1 . (2) 
We attribute to the supertrapping process an efficiency 
y (usually of the order of unity), defined by the fraction 
of "visits" to the supertrap that result in absorption (the 
absorption is always total, i.e., the probability of back 
transfer from the supertrap is zero). We define by n(t) 
the average number of distinct sites visited at least once 
after time t (in the absence of traps), We also define 
the probability of super trapping ("registration," "cap-
ture"), after time t, as p(t), where 
o <p(t) < 1 . (3) 
n(t) can also define the" spread" of the excitation. In a 
connected lattice n(t) and p(t) increase monotonically 
with time. We note that n(t) depends also on the lattice 
topology, the concentration C, and the details of the mi-
gration (stocnastic or correlated, range of transfer, 
etc.). An elementary argument gives 
I-P=(l-Sy)' , 
I_P=e- s"", yS«l, 




We emphasize that the above equations are for an "aver-
age" excitation in a connected lattice or quasilattice. If 
isolated microscopic domains or miniclusters6 ,18 exist, 
a modified treatment gives, for substitutionally random 
lattices, 
(4d) 
where P ~ is the percolation probability of the carrier 
quasilattice and fa .. is the average minicluster size. 6,19 
Here we assumed that the migration inside the mini-
clusters is essentially instantaneous or, alternatively, 
that the excitation is effectively delocalized throughout 
the minicluster. We note that well above the critical 
concentration one has 
giving again Eq. (4c) instead of Eq. (4d). 
(5a) 
(5b) 
We define a dimensionless time 0, such that the aver-
age hopping time th is given by 
(6) 
o is thus also an average number of "hops" ("steps"). 
In a perfect lattice with nearest neighbor interactions 0 
reduces to the number of hops or the number of steps 
(sites visited, counting each visit separately). We now 
define20 the migration effiCiency t: as 
t: =n/O , 
and also the hopping rate (time independent), 
(3 = t;1 , 
giving instead of Eq. (4c), 
p(t) = 1 _e-ae(t)t , 
where 





is a time independent constant. We also get, similar to 
Eq. (4d), 
(11) 
III. MIGRATION RATE EQUATIONS 
We assume that the population of walkers (i.e., exci-
tation energy) decays via two independent channels: (1) 
the above -mentioned registration (supertrapping, cap-
ture) process, and (2), an exponential decay, i.e., due 
to luminescence and additional nonradiative processes. 
The second process has an associated lifetime T and a 
simple decay rate 
k =T-1 • (12) 
We define the fraction of sites occupied by walkers (i.e., 
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properly excited carriers) as p and assume henceforth 
that 
p <<< 1 . 
If p = Po at t = 0, then it follows that 
p(t)=po[l-P(t)]e-·u • 
We get therefrom 




Defining a migration Konstant (spelled this way to em-
phasize its time dependence) 
K(t) = (1 _Ptl (ap/at) , (16) 
one gets the familiar so-called "rate equation": 
dp/dt = -kp -K(t)p , (17) 
which turns into a conventional rate equation 
dp/dt = - (k +K)p (18) 
only in the Stern-Volmer limit,21 where 
(19) 
The generalized migration Konstant K(t) can be easily 
related to the migration efficiency. Using Eqs. (9) and 
(16) one gets 
K(t) =a[E+t(at:/at)], C» c. (20) 
which shows that the Stern-Volmer lim1t of Eq. (19) is 





The more general result for K(t), based on Eq, (10, is 
K(t) = P.,ae-aEt [t: +t(dt:/dt)] 
1 -P.,(l _e-aot) -Slav 
(23) 
This shows that for a disordered lattice with P., "* lone 
does not get the Stern-Volmer limit even for t:"* I(t). 
Equivalent but slightly more general results for K(t) 
can be given in terms of nUl, the number of distinct sites 
visited by time t. From Eqs, (4c) and (16) one gets for 
a binary lattice (C = 1) or for C» c. 
K(t) =Sy(an/at) , (20') 
while for a general ternary lattice one gets from Eqs. 
(4d) and (16) 
K(t)= P.,Sye-Sm(an/at) 
1 _P.,(l_e-s)'n) -Slav 
(23') 
IV. EXAMPLES AND THE STERN-VOLMER LIMIT 
A. "Coherent" motion and self-avoiding walk on a perfect 
lattice 
Assume that the excitation moves in a straight line, 
that is, it has perfect directional memory, Thus, after 
each of the e steps a new site has been visited. Ob-
viously t: = 1 and K=a, giving a Stern-Volmer kinetics. 
Note that this result is true for any dimensionality. It 
is also true for the much more general case of self-
avoiding walk where also always t: == 1. In these cases 
the meaning of a [Eqs. (9), (10)] is that of an "average 
hopping rate" from a guest to an effective supertrap. 
B. Simple random walk on perfect cubic lattices 
MontroU22 has shown that for a simple cubic lattice, 
the asymptotic solution (t- 00) gives 
n =0. 629462e , (24) 
and thus 
t: =0. 629462 , (24') 
giving again the Stern-Volmer result. However, an im-
proved formula, using an "asymptotic expansion, " gives 
for cubic lattices 
t: =A +B e- lf2 +C e-3f2 +, •• , (25) 
where A, B, and C are constants (i,e., A =0.629462 for 
a simple cubic lattice). This indicates that for finite 
times t: is a function of time, and so is K: 
K =aA +aB e-1f2 +' ,. . (26) 
C. Simple random walk on a square lattice 
Here the asymptotic formula22 gives 
t: =11' /loge == l(t) , (27) 
which is time dependent even for very long times (with a 
limiting value of zero). Thus, even in this Simplest 
random walk on a two-dimensional lattice, K = I(t) and 
the Stern-Volmer limit [Eq. (19)1 does not hold (except 
for the trivial case of e - 00, where it vanishes "log-
arithmically") . 
D. Simple random walk on a linear chain 
The limiting behavior22 for t- 00 is 
t: == (8/11')1/ 2 e-1/2 , (28) 
which is time dependent, with additional terms to be 
added22 at shorter times (involving e-3f2 , e-Sf2 , etc.). 
Again, the Stern-Volmer limit is not approached asymp-
totically (and again K - 0 as t _ 00). 
E. Results based on Monte Carlo calculations 
Simple random walk (i. e., nearest neighbor steps 
only) results, for short times, on perfect lattices of 
various dimensions, are easily obtained by Monte Carlo 
simulations [Figs. 1(a), 1(b)]. These simulations are 
particularly useful for "correlated" random walks, 
i. e., where the walker has partial directional memory. 
If the walker has perfect memory for 1 steps and then 
loses memory completely, one gets the same result as 
for a simple random walk on a superlattice (with a super-
cell of length 1 times the unit-cell length). Counting, 
however, "time" on the single step scale, it becomes 
obvious that the asymptotic limit is approached til times 
slower." Thus, for a given timescale, this form of 
"1 walk" appears to be more sensitive to time than the 
simple random walk. In our simulations we let the "car-
re lation length" vary, randomly, around a mean value l, 
with a standard deviation d. As long as d is significantly 
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FIG. 1. Plot of the number of distinct sites visited at least 
once by a random walker as a function of the total number of 
steps. Part (a) shows the one-dimensional behavior for cor.-
relation values of 1 = 1 (curve B) and 1 = 10 (curve A) (Gaussian 
distribution with a standard deviation d equal to 3.0). Part (b) 
includes two-dimensional and three-dimensional examples for 
the same correlation values. In all cases a one component 
crystal is employed. For the two-dimensional case, four in-
teractions of equal magnitude were used on a 1022x 1022 lat-
tice, while for the three-dimensional case the lattice was sim-
ple cubic (i01X 101x 101) with six nearest neighbor jumps. The 
correlation values are as follows: three-dimensional I = 10, 
d=3.0: curve A; 1=1, d=O: curveB; two-dimensionall=10, 
d = 3.0: curve C: 1 = I, d = 0, curve D. Note the similarity be-
tween curve B (3-d) and C (2-d). 
smaller than 1, the qualitative behavior is still that of a 
correlated walk with a fixed 1 value. More on correlated 
walks is given in Sec. VI. 
V. DI FFUSION, RANDOM WALK, AND 
DIMENSIONALITY 
Powell and SOOS23 have used a "transfer rate" kD(t) 
which is equivalent to our rate coefficient K(tL While 
their coefficient is nominally related to excitation dif-
fusion in an anisotropic medium, their expression is 
apparently derived from a random walk formalism based 
on an asymptotic formula for the isotropic cubic lattice 
that is equivalent to our equation (26) with only the first 
two terms retained. We suggest the follOwing "transla-
tion" for their DRA ("diffusion constant" times "activa-
tor radius"): 
DRA = (47r)"1 V., {3y'f , (29) 
where Vm is a molecular volume, as also defined by 
Powell and Soos. 23 Here t is the limiting value for the 
isotropic cubic lattice, i. e., 0.629 for the simple cubic 
lattice, as given by Montroll. 22 
We emphasize the following restrictions on this equiv-
alence between the Powell-Soos model and ours: 
1. Long time behavior (t - oo)j 
2. Isotropic cubic lattice j 
3. Simple random walk, that is, 'with only nearest 
neighbor steps (l = l)j 
4. No energy barrier (host) sites (C = 1). 
Under" realistic" conditions, as in our own naphthalene 
experiments, 24-26 none of these restrictions is justifiable. 
The exciton transfer probability is very anisotropic and 
closer to being effectively two dimensional. 6,27 Also, 
the short-time energy transfer dominates both the time-
resolved and the steady-state investigations. In addi-
tion, the hops are most probably correlated at low tem-
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FIG. 2. Visitation efficiency E as a function of the number of 
steps. The definition is E =n/fJ, and this plot is derived from 
the results of Fig. 1. Here three cases are shown for a square 
two-dimensional lattice. Correlation values of 1=1, 10, and 
100 (with the standard deviation d of the distribution equal to 0, 
3.0, and 30.0, respectively) result in curves C, B, andA, re-
spectively. 
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FIG. 3. A plot of -log(p/po) as a function of time. Here the 
result of Eq. (34) is plotted for three different supertrap con-
centrations, 10-> (curve C), 10-4 (curve 8), and 10-3 (curve A) 
mole fraction, for a random walk on a 500x 500 two-dimensional 
surface, and represents the hypothetical limiting case of an in-
finite exciton lifetime. Here we have plotted time explicitly, 
using the relation 1 time unit = 2000 actual steps. For the der-
ivation oLthe solution, see text. Notice that the solutions are 
not really exponential because n(t) is not a linear function of 
time. 
peratures (Le., Z»1) and many of the experiments are 
for energy carrier concentrations of 0.6-0.9 (see 
below). To emphasize how long a time it takes to reach 
"diffusive behavior," compared to the exciton lifetime 
(10-7 sec) or the time resolution of the experiments (10-9 
sec), we show a few examples of the migration efficiency 
E: versus time derived from Monte Carlo simulations 
(Fig. 2). Other diffusion formalism approaches (e. g. , 
Heber2B), with results very similar to those of Powell 
and Soos, 23 are based on dubious boundary conditions, 
as has been pOinted out by Haan and Zwanzig, 11 in addi-
tion to the basic flaws mentioned above: (1) Assumption 
of isotropic three-dimensional diffusion; (2) Assumption 
of times long enough and distances large enough to justi-
fy a diffusion constant; (3) A perfect superlattice of 
energy carriers, rather than a random quasilattice. 
(4) A macroscopic-sized supertrap volume, amenable to 
a diffusion approach. We notice that the "conventional" 
diffusion approach ignores the effects of the local struc-
ture (lattice versus continuum) and the short time ("tran-
sient") effects. 
The conventional approach to diffusion has one impor-
tant advantage compared with our approach: It does 
provide information on the space -time evolution of the 
excitation while our approach at this stage is limited to 
obtaining information only about the time evolution of 
the exciton migration. We foresee a solution, however, 
to the combined space-time problem in terms of simu-
lation studies, studies that relate the excitation" spread" 




















FIG. 4. Time-dependent rate constant behavior. The time de-
pendent rate constant K(t) is plotted as a function of time, ac-
cording to Eq. (20). The solution is given for the case of a 
pure crystal (a) and a case of a mixed crystal (b) made of 70% 
"open" and 30% "closed" sites, for two correlation values, 
l= 1 (curves B) and 1= 10 (with d= 3. 0) (curves A). The units 
of K(t) are effective supertrap sites visited/nsec. The lattice 
sizes are 500 x 500. 
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FIG. 5. Complete solution of p as a function of time. Plot a is for the naphthalene exciton decay while plot b is that for the BMN. 
Plots c and d are simply the logarithmic plots of a and b. This figure is Similar to Fig. 3 but with the inclusion of the time-inde-
pendent term in the rate equation. The solution is derived elsewhere (Ref. 26) and the plot is given here only for illustrative 
purposes. Here a two. dimensional (500x 500) square topology is considered and the three cases of l = 1, 10, and 100 are shown 
(with standard deviation for the distribution equal to 0, 3.0, and 30.0, respectively) by curves A. B, and C, respectively. 
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We note here that Powell and SOOS23 have also used a 
GRW (generalized random walk) model, where, in prin-
ciple, they allowed for an anisotropic trapping region 
and for variable random steps. However, these param-
eters were not really utilized in comparison to actual 
experiments. Moreover, the main drawbackS remain: 
(1) the uS,e of an asymptotic behavior (t- 00), and (2) 
limitation to a three -dimensional (isotropic) walk. Thus 
in our limit of isotropic random walk at long time [Eq. 
(24')], we can make the following connection. The trap-
ping capacity c(A) of Powell and SOOS23 is 
(30) 
VI. CORRELATED HOPS ON A LATTICE, KINETICS 
AND 01 FFUSION 
For the simple case, where each "random step" 
simply consists of l lattice units, it is obvious that the 
simple random walk formulas (nearest neighbor steps on 
a lattice) only need a trivial alteration. Also, in the 
limit of long time (large e), the motion again becomes 
diffusive. Once there is a "distribution of hops" the 
result is less trivial. 
We give here a simple result for a special case of 
correlated random hops, 10 for which 
Jil»e»l»d»l. (31 ) 
Here Jil is the size of the lattice (number of Sites), e the 
number of steps, 1 the average correlation number 
(number of correlated steps), and d its standard devia-
tion (assuming a Gaussian distribution around 1). For 
lattices of dimension higher than unity one has 
€=:!!._ b -2 [for Eq. (31) conditions] , 
e b-l 
(32) 
where b is the coordination number (bond order). Thus, 
for t- <Xl (and Jil- <Xl, where Jil» e), the efficiency is time 
independent and thus one has Stern-Volmer kinetics, 
which is consistent with a diffusive behavior. 
VII. RANDOM LATTICE MIGRATION, DIFFUSION, 
AND PERCOLATION 
For random walk on a random lattice it is not at all 
clear whether for t- 00 one gets conventional diffu-
sion. 11,29,30 We actually believe that a diffusive limit 
does not exist in general. This can be demonstrated by 
examples. For instance, for nearest-neighbor-only 
hops it is obvious that below the critical percolation 
concentration in a random binary lattice (made of" sites" 
and "vacancies") no conventional diffusion can occur. 
The intuitive reason lies in the recognition that the ran-
dom walker is confined in a given" minicluster.,,6 This 
case has also been discussed in the literature for expo-
nentially decreaSing hopping probabilities. 31,32 We can 
say, following Hammersley, 3 that in disordered lattices 
the concept of diffusion is actually replaced by the con-
cept of percolation. Only in special cases can we expect 
the percolative migration to result in conventional dif-
fusion. 
VIII. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 
If we assume an infinite "natural" lifetime T, then 
k = 0 and Eq. (14) Simplifies. In Fig. 3, we give a plot 
of log(p/po) versus t for k =0. From Eqs. (4c) and (14) 
we see that for a one -component crystal 
p(t) = Poe- SmU ) e-kt 
or, for k = T-1 = 0, , 
- log[p (t)/ Po] = Syn (t) = a€ (t)t • 
(33) 
(34) 
This simple result immediately indicates that we do not 
expect a linear dependence of logp(t) with t because of the 
time dependence of €. The extent of deviation from 
linearity (i. e., deviation from exponential decay) is 
shown in Fig. 3 for various values of Sy. Incidentally, 
'the fast rise with time of log(P/ Po) for S = 10-3 justifies 
the inclusion of this supertrap concentration case in the 
limit of" supertransfer. ,,19,27 
We have given in Fig. 2 some numerical illustrations 
of the migration efficiency € as a function of time (or 
number of steps). We show here a few examples of the 
rate Konstant K(t) describing supertrapping in an ordi-
nary crystal (containing just small amounts of super-
traps), and in a substitutionally random binary crystal 
containing (in addition to the supertraps) a large mole 
fraction of vacanCies, i. e., sites inaccessible to the 
walker (Le., exciton). Figure 4 shows this for both 
simple and correlated random walks. 
We also show illustrations of the "walking exciton" 
popUlation p (see above), as a function of time [Figs. 
5(a) and 5(b)], as well as the complementary population 
of supertrapped (nonwalking) excitons. The two quanti-
ties can be directly compared with the typical time -re-
solved experimental information, 25,26,33 namely, the 
luminescence intensities of the free and trapped exciton 
emissions (which are differentiated by their spectral 
locations, i. e., the energy of the emitted light quanta). 
Many further illustrations will be given in conjunction 
with experiments in a forthcoming paper. 33 
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